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USF was well-represented at the FSU-USF Symposium on Library and Information Science, held April 19th at UF. Dr. Sarah van Ingen and Susan Ariew presented their research, “How Questions of Undergraduate Researchers Evolve When Linking Research to Practice.” Maryellen Allen’s presentation, “Preliminary Findings on a Study to Determine Pre-Instructional Activities of Instruction Librarians,” offered data on how much time and effort go into preparing for quality instructional sessions. Bonita Pollock and Tasha Owens presented on “Metadata Schema to Facilitate Linked Data for 3D Models of Cultural Heritage: A University of South Florida Case Study,” where they educated the audience about linked data and changes that need to happen in libraries to enhance discoverability and customized services to patrons. Finally Matt Torrence and John Abresch offered fresh ideas about collection management with their work, “The Changing Landscape of Liaison Librarianship During a Time of Evidence-Based Processes in Collection Management.”